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PROGRAMMABLE TELEMETRY TEST SYSTEM

JUAN M. GUADIANA
NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STATION

CODE 6300
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

ABSTRACT

The U.S. Navy has traditionally operated several missile ranges around the world.
However, as the exercises it conducts require greater areas and improved security, it has
taken the more ambitious exercises to open ocean, away from ranges.

Portable shipboard Telemetry Receiving Systems are designed based on similar methods to
those used by range system designers. However, the portable field station must be very
small (less then 600 lbs) and system designers are hard pressed to include sophisticated
hardware to offset the lower performance of light weight front ends. After the design stage,
it is always found that no further weight or volume may be allocated to test equipment. The
result has been to practice exercising the live round (missile) for the purpose of testing the
ground station.

This Test System was designed to meet a need for a portable system to test shipboard
telemetry systems used for evaluating performance of missile systems in the surface
missile fleet. The technical information presented describes the capabilities of a small test
system that is programmable to accurately simulate any missile in the current Navy
inventory. It provides test and calibration signals so that telemetry system status may be
verified, giving the field operator unprecedented confidence in the station’s condition.

The Programmable RT Test System is a product of Navy’s Engineering Initiative Program
which supports limited engineering efforts designed to enhance service to the fleet.

INTRODUCTION

Historical approaches to this problem have resulted in specialized test equipments yielding
significantly improved capability for the specific application. As the fleet takes to the open
ocean away from range services the field station is expected to provide comparable service
over the multitude of applications. It is necessary to use an existing specialized tester for at
least a few tests since missile telemeters have at least one item in common (RF link).



Further testing will usually require complete replacement of the modulation section, and
interface electronics of the tester.

In the approach used for this tester, the characteristics that restrict the unit (modulation
section) were made programmable so that the unit could be used on multi-role missions
with equal facility.

The Programmable Telemetry Test System is programmable in format primarily. The
switching power supplies and RF sections are pretty much standard components. The
modulation section consists of an FM/PAM/PCM simulator and simple control circuitry.
This section is programmable via an Intel 2716 EPROM. The design stays away from
microprocessors for the sake of simplicity and lack of lab facilities. The EPROM is the
frame format memory. Flexibility is restricted only by memory length.

The modes (FM, PAM and PCM) are controlled by a front panel select switch and diode
matrix encoders. This select switch also sets data rates as well as sets final modulation
characteristics. (See Figure 1)

Although this method is not sophisticated it was readily designed and the prototype
worked very well. The few software and wiring errors were easily diagnosed and
corrected. The simulator generates realistic looking PAM and PCM. The simulated
telemetry signal is not static but dynamic. Wave-forms such as sine-waves, ramps and bit
stimuli (or events) are retrieved from a look up table (a second Intel 2716 EPROM) and
inserted into the data stream under the format memory’s control. This method allows the
user to excite the receiving system through its final displays. The simulator is designed to
excite the channels called out in “Real Time” programs or patches and, via switch setting,
may also provide five step calibration wave-form to these channels simultaneously. This
feature makes display (oscillograph, etc) setup quite simple (See Figure 2). The resulting
software needed to support the tester is very simple and can be run on a Texas Instruments
TI 59 programmable calculator.

The total weight of the test system is just over 15 lbs and occupies less than 1 cubic foot.
The internal batteries allow the user to test or calibrate RF front ends out on weather decks
where convenient sources of power do not exist. The tester stores six telemetry formats
which may be FM, PAM or PCM, hence six very different missiles may be simulated by
simply changing a switch setting. The units EPROM and diode matrices may be replaced
in the field and an additional six missiles simulated if desired. The operation of the
simulator is performed with only two six position wafer switches. The only other control is
a steppable RF power attenuator which allows -109 to 0 dbm (±1 db) to be applied to a
receiver for calibration. A 50,000 Mhz, -20 dbm signal is available at the front panel so
that receiver descriminator adjustments may easily be performed.



The quality of the simulator and RF signals is more than adequate for field use and is
probably better than that of general purpose test equipment found in a average lab. In a
fleet exercise, several different types of missiles may be expended in the same day
requiring receiving system configuration changes. This type of tester allows configuration
changes to be confirmed without having to first reconfigure a myriad of test equipment.
The readiness of receiving stations can be determined rapidly with excellent confidence.

EARLY DESIGN APPROACHES

Previously, with very little funding available it was necessary to build a tester with mostly
commercial items, hence off the shelf missile components were packaged with a power
supply. This type of tester worked reasonably well but could not handle more than one
type of missile, in addition the use of airborne quality components proved expensive. It
became obvious if units were built, substantial cost could be saved by constructing a
programmable simulator.

Other faults existed in the off the shelf design, a substantial amount of analog circuitry was
required to support the PAM commutator. The airborne components operated on 28 volts
and there was need for several dropping regulators to provide common voltages for the
remainder of the circuitry. These regulators did a good job reducing available battery
capacity. Most of the instrument panel was dominated by a patch board which provided
voltages and waveforms to the commutator. Once programmed no further changes were
normally ever needed, hence the patchboard provided flexibility that really was not
needed.

A later approach was made using a microprocessor based simulator. The first unit was
delivered with an unusable format and the expense of redoing the software was nearly the
cost of the simulator. The resulting simulation was static and of very poor quality. The
most significant failure of this unit was that the unit was actually less desirable than its
predecessor, it provided signals of inferior quality and again could only simulate one
format.

ERASEABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY MEMORY

The Test System was designed around an Intel 2716/32 Eraseable Programmable Read
Only Memory. The frame format is stored in the memory and accessed at the missile data
rate. 2048 eight bit words may easily hold more six frame formats. This limitation is
imposed only by the control switches. The output of the format memory is applied to
decision circuitry. This circuitry decides whether the memory is providing an end of frame
or data insertion commands.



A second EPROM provides a wave-form library. It may contain up to sixteen wave forms
(binary representations). These wave forms are inserted into the output register and either
applied to a (DAC) Digital to Analog Converter for a PAM (or FM) representation or
clocked out serially for a PCM representation. This second EPROM may be replaced if
functions that are to be encoded must have special characteristics, hence even complex
formats including subcommutated or automated data distribution can be tested readily. The
problem becomes totally a software exercise in nature. Otherwise, only the format memory
(EPROM) need be programmed for a particular application. However, the simulator also
requires that a few Diode matrices be programmed. These matrices tell the simulator
where each format exists in the 2716 EPROM and what the end of frame and data
insertion codes look like. Also, the data rate (bits/sec, channels/sec) and the Code (PCM,
PAM, etc.) are set by these matrices.

This method is not efficient in terms of memory usage. Most of the memory is filled with
pseudo-random data so that the static data somewhat resembles actual data. only 16 of 256
possible codes are used for data selection. This concern is trivial since the cost of memory
is negligible. The software required to support this design consists primarily of a Decimal
and Binary to Hex conversion routines for the TI-59 Programmable Calculator (See Figure
Three). The design of the simulator is very straight forward. Infact, only one clock is
needed in the system.

DYNAMIC SIMULATOR DESIGN

The Navy’s New Initiatives Program as one of it’s criteria and fundamental goal of this
effort was to design an equipment that could simulate several missiles (any in the Navy
inventory) and hence benefit any missile program.

With this goal in mind and the fact only limited engineering time was allowed, it was
decided to use a very straight forward approach which would require only small amounts
debugging and bread boarding The entire simulator is controlled from two six position
switches and several Harris Diode Matrices. The resulting binary codes do the following:

Modulation Format Select, (S1), sets the clock frequency, word rate, address generator
start address, End of Frame Comparator, Data Insertion Comparator, output register for
parallel or serial output, and finally selects the appropriate signal for the monitor output
and RF transmitter. Calibration Mode Select (S2) controls the data insertion gate.

The clock is generated by an inexpensive I.C. Voltage Controlled Oscillator (EXAR
2206). The timing resistor (selected by S1) sets the frequency. This clock is then divided
by a presettable (set by S1) down counter to generate word rate pulse. The word rate pulse
is sent to a 12 bit presettable counter that generates the address for the 2716 EPROM. This



counter is preset (by S1) with the start address for the particular format. The counters are
set to this count by the End of Frame Comparator. The End of Frame Comparator is
enabled only when it finds the eight bit representation of the last channel in a PAM frame
or the last eight bits of a PCM synchronization pattern.

At the time the last word of the frame appears the EOF (End of Frame) Comparator goes
high, enabling the address generator to preset itself to the beginning address. The EOF
pulse also advances the address generator for the wave-form library. This address
generator only addresses the lower eight bits while the four most significant address bits
are generated by the control EPROM. The output of both the main program memory and
waveform library are routed to four-input multiplexer (or gate) This gate is controlled by
the D.I. (Data Insertion) Comparator, and the Calibrate Mode Select Switch S2. If the
main program EPROM outputs one of the sixteen codes, the D.I. comparator enables the
calibrate mode switch S2 and the four-input gate is allowed to switch from the Main
Program Memory input to the wave form library input the address count input, or A/D
input (an A/D that may be connected to an external signal).

The output of the four-input multiplexer ends up at an eight bit register that parallel loads
the data with the word rate pulse. This data is then applied to a DAC and converted to
analog. The resultant PAM signal is very clean with little ringing or distortion. If the main
program memory holds FM data it circulates continuously and generates the desired
subcarrier channels. Note the memory must hold the Inverse Fourier Transform of the
desired subcarrier frequencies. Modulating this data is accomplished by frequency
modulating the clock VCO. This method only works on Proportional Bandwidth channels.

If the output register is in serial mode the clock shifts the register serially and generates
NRZL PCM. Generating other codes is not difficult. For example BI0/L may be generated
by simply using sixteen bits of Program memory to generate eight bits of BI0/L. However
the data selector will now provide erroneous data.

At this point we have a simulator that may simulate a frame of data containing as many
dynamic channels as desired with the rest of the channels static. The dynamic channels
inherently have eight bits of resolution and the fidelity of this data is theoretically as good
as the software in the waveform library.

The last part of the simulator design was the calibration feature. The first function in the
waveform library is a 5-step stair case occupying the first 256 lines of memory. Each
function occupies a consecutive 256 line segment. The lower eight bits of address generate
the consecutive approximation of each function and the upper four bits select the function
of interest. By disabling the upper four bits (this is done by Cal Mode switch S2) only the
staircase function may exit the EPROM even though the Program Memory may call for



other functions, hence all the dynamic channels are modulated simultaneously by the
staircase function.

CONSIDERATIONS

This design was implemented in CMOS with the exception of the clock oscillator divider
which is TSTTL. Because of the latitude CMOS allows, only one clock is needed and the
data is pushed through in bucket brigade fashion. The use of the second EPROM for a
wave form library eliminated a serious analog entanglement and the design of the
calibration feature simply fell into place. A lot of anticipated bread boarding became
unnecessary and a lot of confidence in the accuracy of the calibration signals is instilled in
the user.

The use of Diode Matrices as encoders seemed wise at first, however after the associated
resistor strings are added an awful lot of circuit board real estate is lost to circuitry that
only generates static codes to set up the simulator. It became obvious that the set up codes
should also have been stored in the main program memory and simply read out to latches.
This method would have required changing only the EPROM for replacement formats. Yet
the Diode Matrix approach was simple and easy to trouble shoot so redesign was not
attempted.

CONCLUSION

The design of the “Programmable Telemetry Test System” was intended to relieve a
common problem for light field telemetry stations, the lack of suitable test capability. A
casual survey of the industries available hardware discloses its limited emphasis on field
oriented equipment. Non recurring engineering costs expended on this tester will be easily
offset by savings, in reduced procurements and reconfiguration time. The impact to Navy
test programs could be very substantial in terms of assets expended and test time required.

The “New Initiatives Program” committee held a design review and demonstration of the
Test system May 20, 1982. This unit has demonstrated its usefulness in the lab and at sea
on the USS NORTON SOUND (AVM-1) supporting the Vertical Launching System
Evaluation and the USS BROOKE (FFG-1) supporting Readiex 2-82.
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FIGURE 1.  FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM FM/PAM/PCM SIMULATOR



FIGURE 2.  OSCILLOGRAM OF SIMULATOR OUTPUT



FIGURE 3.  SIMULATED PAM MULTIPLEX


